
Threads and Synchronization Lab Question

Simulate the working of a Passport Office which has multiple queues and counters.

The structure of the Passport Office is as follows - 

There are 20 applicants who have come to get a new passport and are outside the gate.

Each passport applicant has an ID which is a random value from 0 – 99.

There are 2 Security Guards at the gate who allow applicants to enter.

Once an applicant enters the office, he has to wait in the waiting room (which has a max capacity of
5) until his ID number is called at the Document Counter. There are 5 Document Counters.

When his documents are verified, the applicant has to wait in line to have his photo taken at the 
Photo Booth. However since the office is small, only 7 people can wait in the queue for the Photo 
Booth. There are 3 Photo Booths.

The process is completed once the applicant's photo is taken.

Design – There are 5 classes provided to you in the skeleton code along with a simple driver class.

1) Applicant
2) SecurityGuard
3) DocumentCounter
4) PhotoBooth
5) PPOffice

The waiting room and queue for the photo booth are modelled as 
ArrayList<Applicant> waitingRoom, photoQueue;

Implementation constraints - 

To ensure that the office does not get crowded, the applicants have to be allowed to progress from 
one stage to the next only if there is room for them to wait there (either in the waiting room or the
queue for the Photo Booth).

The different counters operate concurrently and the process of applicants entering and exiting the 
queues has to be synchronized. 

Assignment -

Fill in the missing methods -

a) allowApplicant method of SecurityGuard class 5 Marks
This method accepts an Applicant object and inserts it into the waitingRoom.

b) checkDocuments method of DocumentCounter class 8 Marks
This method takes an Applicant object from the head of the waitingRoom ArrayList and 
inserts it into the photoQueue ArrayList.



c) takePhoto method of PhotoBooth class 5 Marks
This method removes the Applicant object at the head of the photoQueue ArrayList.

d) Constructor of PPOffice class 4 Marks
Initialize attributes as given in the structure of the Passport Office.
The names passed to the objects should be “SG1”, “DC2”, “PB3” and so on for the
SecurityGuard, DocumentCounter and PhotoBooth objects.

e) open method of PPOffice class 5 Marks
Create and start threads to run the SecurityGuard, DocumentCounter and PhotoBooth 
objects. After that, wait for 2 seconds and check if any of the threads are alive. If so, kill all 
the threads you have created

Output 3 Marks

At each stage where Applicant objects are being moved into and out of the ArrayLists, you are 
required to print the ArrayList (only Applicant ID)  before and after the add / remove operation.

At the end, both the waiting room and photo booth should be empty.
The output will differ every time you run the program but it should clearly demonstrate how 
applicants progress from one stage to the next in parallel. Make sure that all structural and 
implementation constraints have been met.


